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Abstract 

 

Cultural studies consist of more than just facts about cultural features. Theorists within the 

field of culture pedagogy emphasize that culture should be viewed as a dynamic and complex 

phenomenon rather than an accomplished fact, and stress the importance of connecting 

cultural studies to democratic values. Clear traces of this notion can be found in the English 

syllabus. But to get the full picture of what the syllabus actually says about culture, and 

which democratic values culture pedagogy should promote, we need to relate the concept of 

culture to the concept of critical literacy.  
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1. Introduction 

All English teachers need to base their teaching upon the national syllabus for the English 

subject – a syllabus filled with abstract concepts. One of these concepts, recurring throughout 

the syllabus, is culture. The English syllabus states that students need to “utveckla kunskaper 

om livsvillkor, samhällsfrågor och kulturella företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av 

världen där engelska används” ‘develop knowledge of living conditions, social issues and 

cultural features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used’ (1). The 

phrase cultural features is used both in the curriculum itself and in the complementary 

commentary by Skolverket (the National Agency of Education), but I believe that there is a 

widespread uncertainty among teachers and students alike regarding what the phrase cultural 

features actually signifies. Therefore, I am going to investigate how culture and cultural 

features can be understood. I will do a close reading of the English syllabus for upper 

secondary school, as well as the complementary commentary by the National Agency of 

Education, in order to see how these documents explicitly address the concept of culture. I 

will also make an attempt at understanding what the documents implicitly say about culture, 

by investigating how they relate to the concepts of democracy and critical literacy. I will use 

the English translation provided by the National Agency of Education when referring to the 

English syllabus, and my own translations for other texts.   

In the curriculum, we find many ideas related to democracy and democratic values. The 

English teacher, when considering the content as well as implications of their teaching, needs 

to concretize the abstract democratic ideas that are described in the curriculum, and 

implement these values into his or her practical teaching situation. For the English teacher, 

the studies of culture become particularly interesting as he or she attempts to implement 

abstract democratic ideas in practice. I will illustrate this connection between democracy and 

culture in the background of this essay. In order to gain a deeper understanding of the concept 

of culture, I will also do a historic overview of cultural studies and culture pedagogy. This 

historical overview may help in understanding the state of culture pedagogy today, and 

thereby be helpful in interpreting the syllabus.  

A concept that is relevant for filling in the gap between cultural studies and democratic 

values is critical literacy. Critical literacy is not mentioned in the curriculum as such, but the 

concept is closely related to democracy in that both concepts deal with questions regarding, 

for example, assuming a critical stance towards information, exploring multiple perspectives 
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and exposing power relations. Therefore, the attempt at finding an answer to what the 

syllabus tells us about the concept of culture will be based on a close reading of not only what 

the syllabus explicitly says about cultural studies but also of what the syllabus implies in 

regard to both cultural studies and critical literacy.  

2. Background 

2.1. The history of culture pedagogy and its ties to democracy 

2.1.1. 1960’s to 80’s 

The notion that the English subject has ties to democracy and democratic values is not new. 

In recent history, after the end of WW2, a connection between foreign language studies and 

democratic values was made (Tornberg, 16). In her dissertation, Tornberg explores how 

communication and culture have been treated in the Swedish national curriculum from 1962 

until 2000. She talks about the history of Swedish educational politics, and that the idea 

emerged of foreign language studies as ”ett fönster ut mot världen … som en demokratisk 

rättighet för alla” ‘a window to the world … as a democratic right for everyone’ (my 

translation) (16).  

Karen Risager, who has surveyed the history of cultural pedagogy, describes the concept as 

an umbrella term for concepts such as “‘background studies’ (now being abandoned) or 

‘cultural studies’ (UK) or ‘the teaching of culture’ (US) … in Swedish formerly realia and 

kulturorientering” (5). Regardless of which term has been used, it can be said that the view of 

culture has had clear influence on the teaching of foreign language subjects throughout the 

latter half of the 20th century. Tornberg writes that the term culture is described in the 

curriculum of 1962 as referring to “det främmande landets människor, historia, geografi och 

vardagsförhållanden samt litteratur och musik” ‘the people, history, geography and everyday 

conditions, as well as the literature and music of the foreign country’ (my translation) (143). 

The cultural aspect of language teaching during this period was, therefore, limited to 

conveying facts about the target country and its population. This view on culture is what the 

old Swedish term realia referred to. Tornberg describes how terms such as ‘det främmande 

landet’ ‘the foreign country’ (my translation) indicates a view on culture that is closely tied to 

nation and nationality, and to “ett antagande om enhetskulturer, dvs om ‘kultur’ som ett 

fullbordat faktum” ‘an assumption of cultures as single units, of ‘culture’ as an accomplished 

fact’ (my translation) (143).  
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Throughout the 1970s, the view of culture as intertwined with nation and nationality remains. 

According to Risager there is, during this time, still “an unspoken national paradigm of a 

political nature underlying the culture-pedagogical discourse” (71). By national paradigm she 

refers to the idea of a banal nationalism that “is an ideology … for the belief that the whole 

world of necessity has to be divided up into national states with precise borders” in which 

“the idea of a national language is an important ingredient” (13-14). She explains that we 

uphold this worldview through “expression[s] in the many small everyday things and 

statements that remind us that the world is divided into national states, and that presupposes 

that this is common sense - a quite natural thing that could not be otherwise” (13). In other 

words – all explicit or implicit ideas that “keep alive our national conception of the world” 

(13). Within this paradigm, there is no attempt “to define language v. culture, or to discuss 

the concept of the nation in relation to those of language and culture” (71). Most likely, then, 

the fact that there is no discussion on the subject tells us that theorists simply did not think to 

define or separate the concepts of nation and culture from one another during this period. 

 

In the 1980s, the view of culture as an accomplished fact is still prevalent (Tornberg, 188). 

Risager agrees with Tornberg that “it is still the predominant attitude that culture pedagogy 

has to do with the thematic content of language teaching”, but adds that a movement 

“towards the students’ own qualifications and experiences” starts to emerge – suggesting that 

culture pedagogy is beginning to become interested in the students’ knowledge of their own 

country, their perception of themselves, their national identity.” (102). Tornberg suggests, 

however, that because of how the syllabus of Lgr80 is phrased, with sentences such as 

”språket är ett uttryck för olikartade levnadsförhållanden, annorlunda kultur” ‘language is an 

expression for differing living conditions, different culture’ (my translation), the idea behind 

the syllabus can be interpreted as if ”varje språkområde i huvudsak svarar mot en kultur” 

‘every language area essentially represents one culture’ (my translation) (189). Therefore, 

Tornberg argues that despite an apparent shift towards a more meaningful and functional 

direction within language teaching, the curriculum of 1980 still promotes a traditional view 

on culture pedagogy (190). 

 

2.1.2. 1990’s and onwards 

 

In the 1990s things start to change. Among cultural pedagogy theorists a true shift can be 

observed. One of the biggest names of the period – Claire Kramsch – publishes her work 
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Context and Culture in Language Teaching in 1993. Kramsch summarizes the traditional 

view on culture that up until this point has dominated the discourse. She explains that the 

focus within this tradition had lied “on cultural information: statistical information 

(institutional structures and facts of civilization), highbrow information (the classics of 

literature and the arts), lowbrow information (the foods, fairs, and folklore of everyday life)” 

(23). She goes on to claim that “this view of culture has favored facts over meanings and has 

not enabled learners to understand foreign attitudes, values, and mindsets” (23). She directs 

criticism towards the fact that this perspective fails to acknowledge “the multiple facets of the 

target group’s cultural identity” as well as leaving students “blind to their own social and 

cultural identity, implicitly assuming a consensus between their world and the other” (23-24). 

Kramsch describes that there “on the reality of facts and events that constitute a nation’s 

history and culture is superimposed a cultural imagination” or a “public consciousness” 

(207). This perspective on culture and nation seems similar to what Risager describes as a 

national paradigm. 

 

In opposition to this traditional perspective on culture, Kramsch presents a different way of 

approaching culture pedagogy. Drawing on both preexisting and new ideas, she advocates a 

view on culture as a dynamic process rather than a static fact. She believes that “The teaching 

of foreign languages must be made relevant to social life, where people need to communicate 

with each other in order to set the stage for possible mutual understanding”, and that “the 

constant struggle between individual and social meanings in discourse needs to be accepted 

and exploited, rather than ignored.” (240). According to Kramsch, the definition of culture 

should be closer to “a place of struggle between the learners’ meanings and those of native 

speakers” (24). Kramsch believes that the teaching should utilize “the target society’s store of 

knowledge, but capitalizing on its diversity” in order for students to not only be able to make 

themselves understood, but also to be able to contribute with something individual and 

unique to the discussion (24-25). “It is”, Kramsch continues, “through the opportunities for 

dialogue and reflection upon dialogic experiences that cross-cultural exchanges have their 

value… a teacher’s responsibility is to give learners a ‘space’ to make their own meanings 

and help them interpret those meanings.” (26). This space she calls a third place – the space 

that arises in between cultures (26). 

 

Thereby, the democratic implications for foreign language teaching can also be said to have 

shifted. In addition, an increased population movement and globalization have led to more 
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multicultural and diverse learners’ groups as well as target groups – those who are being 

studied. According to Kramsch, this “forces teachers to take into consideration differences in 

class, gender, race, and ethnicity in the design of classroom activities” (49). Furthermore, the 

dialogue that Kramsch speaks of – a dialogue she believes to be significant enough to give 

cultural studies its value – is closely tied to democratic values. She points out that the learners 

are in a unique position where they are neither ‘in’ or ‘outside’ the target culture and its 

community. She also points out that “a large part of what we call culture is a social construct, 

the product of self and other perceptions” (205). Therefore, she suggests that it is appropriate 

for students to acquire “the tools for a critical understanding of the target culture and its 

social conventions” (181-182). To Kramsch, the whole core of language studies is “learning 

to exercise both a social and a personal voice, it is both a process of socialization into a given 

speech community and the acquisition of literacy as a means of expressing personal meanings 

that may put in question those of the speech community” (233). Risager comes to a similar 

conclusion. She says that “Language teaching … must help students expand their knowledge 

of the world” by which she means “insight into ‘the whole world’, an insight that is also self-

reflexive: who am I, and where do I stand in the global context … In what sense am I a world 

citizen, and what does that imply?” (204-205). 

 

Literature professor Weiguo Qu makes, like Kramsch, a clear distinction between the 

contemporary view on cultural studies and what we would call the old or traditional view 

(which was related to the idea of a national paradigm and to the Swedish term realia). He 

gives the issue of cultural studies a political angle, claiming that a consequence of focusing 

on the dominant versus residual forces in English language teaching is that “the definition of 

a culture becomes a de-historicized conflation of all the traditions of a culture with one 

dominant force in a certain historical stage” (298). Qu describes how “learning English is 

now understood to involve values, risks of identity change and other complicated social 

concerns” (301). Qu claims that the reason that these particular ideas have gained ground is 

because we now understand that “English as a value- laden language will force its 

idiosyncratic values upon its learners” (301).  

 

Bo Lundahl bases his conclusions on a somewhat less political view on cultural studies. He is 

not a researcher, and mainly bases his discussion on ideas presented by names such as 

Kramsch and Tornberg in order to read and try to interpret the Lgy11 English syllabus. 

Because of his focus on the syllabus, his conclusions are relevant to include nonetheless. 
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Lundahl explicates that contemporary anthropological research emphasizes how the term 

culture should be interpreted as referring to “mångfald, förändring och gränsöverskridningar” 

‘diversity, change and transcending borders’ (my translation) (85). Lundahl refers to the so 

called third place, as described by Kramsch, and connects it to what researchers on literacy 

call a third space (85). This third space is “ett tillstånd som ger utrymme åt motstridigt 

identitetsskapande” ‘a state that leaves room for contrasting aspects of identity’ (my 

translation) (74). This space creates, among other things, the opportunity for students to 

“uppleva att det som sker i klassrummet är förhandlingsbart och att de kan uttrycka sina 

uppfattningar och sin förståelse” ‘realize that what takes place in the classroom is negotiable 

and that they can express their opinions and perceptions’ (my translation) (74). Lundahl also 

refers to Tornberg and explains how she has expanded on the idea of a third place by calling 

it “ett mellanrum” ‘an interspace’ (my translation), which functions as an arena where the 

students “upplever att de har möjligheter att uttrycka sina tankar och åsikter” ‘experience that 

they have the opportunity to express their thoughts and opinions’ (my translation) and where 

“olika uppfattningar bryts mot varandra samtidigt som olikheter respekteras.” ‘different ideas 

are alternated while diversity is respected’ (my translation) (85). This space or place, then, is 

where democratic values are negotiated.  

 

Textbook authors Kylene Beers and Robert E. Probst give an example of how this space can 

be used. They talk about how public opinion can be affected based on how well the public 

understands the political discussion, and how we generally will turn to likeminded 

commentators to have them tell us what to think. For this reason, we cannot “just tell kids 

what they need to know” if we want to help them become “independent thinkers” (31-32). 

Instead, we need to allow for a classroom discussion where different perspectives are met and 

explored. What Beers & Probst describe here is essentially the same interspace or third space 

that Kramsch and Tornberg advocate for: a space where students can “test ideas against one 

another, and (to) decide for one’s self what notions have merit and which should be rejected 

or abandoned” (Beers & Probst, 32). Making space for this type of conversation or dialogue 

in the classroom is an important step towards helping the students develop tools to “open 

them up to new possibilities”, to “challenging ideas” as well as to “give them the courage and 

resilience to change their minds when they see persuasive reasons to do so” (33). These 

qualities are, as I will show in the analysis, stressed in the curriculum as being important in 

the attempt to help students become responsible members of a democratic society. 
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2.2. Culture pedagogy and critical literacy  

 

The ideals and values exemplified by Beers and Probst all happen to be essential aspects of 

critical literacy. The term literacy is generally associated with reading, writing and listening, 

but the concept is also related to culture. Deborah Brandt defines literacy as a social practice, 

“because it epitomizes the role of culture in human exchange”: it is both a means of 

socialization into culture and a way to break free from cultural constraints and limitations (1). 

In addition – because of the contemporary view on culture and intercultural competence, 

there is now an ambition “to foster in people a critical cultural awareness” (Moncada, 130). 

Critical literacy, then, refers to “a means by which scripts and texts can be analyzed in order 

to detect bias. In so doing, hierarchies of power can be identified, interrogated and, hopefully, 

dismantled in the name of greater democracy.” (Cooper & White, 25). Cooper and White 

claim that “At the heart of critical literacy is the ability to cultivate the numerous meanings a 

text may contain and to develop flexibility in our thinking about these various meanings. As a 

caveat, no text is truly neutral.” (29). In other words, critical literacy refers to noticing 

underlying power structures as well as exploring different perspectives within texts. Worth 

noticing is that the term text in this context not only refers to words put into writing, but 

rather to “anything that bears a message” (Cooper & White, 29).  

 

Since one of the main aims with practicing critical literacy is to be able to “dismantle … 

hierarchies of power” (Cooper & White, 25), critical literacy can be said to be related to 

social justice, where the aim is to “work(ing) in the ‘interests of the least advantaged’” 

(Comber, 363). Because “social justice, equity and equality, and critical literacy are all 

present in varying degrees in any democracy” (Cooper & White, 3). Because of this aspect of 

critical literacy, the concept may be seen as “ideologically situated” and “linked to power 

structures”, since “critical literacy pedagogies acknowledge the political and ideological 

nature of literacy practices” (Pahl & Rowsell, 130-132).  

 

Comber also suggests that “critical literacy practices need to engage teachers and students in 

investigating relationships between changing phenomena … rather than a static embracing of 

the old so-called basics and compliance with the status-quo.” (366). This proposal is close to 

identical to the shift in culture pedagogy that Kramsch and Tornberg discuss. Thereby, the 

view on the concept of culture, which has gone from seeing culture as a number of static 

observable phenomena to now seeing it as more dynamic, not only implies that we have 
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changed the way we see culture – it also implies that the function of cultural studies has 

shifted. From focusing on transmitting knowledge about traditions within English speaking 

countries, cultural studies now also function as a tool to practice and uphold democracy. The 

question, then, is whether this contemporary view on cultural studies aligns with what the 

English syllabus says about culture.  

 

3. Analysis 

 

3.2. Democratic mission 

 

All subjects, including English, are obliged to incorporate the overarching democratic values 

that play a central part in the Swedish educational system. The Swedish national curriculum 

is introduced by, in the very first sentence, establishing that “Skolväsendet vilar på 

demokratins grund” ‘The educational system rests on a democratic foundation’ (my 

translation) (5). The introduction continues by quoting the education act, which among other 

things states that “Utbildningen ska förmedla och förankra respekt för de mänskliga 

rättigheterna och de grundläggande demokratiska värderingar som det svenska samhället vilar 

på” ’The education shall convey and anchor respect for human rights and the basic 

democratic values that the Swedish society is built upon’ (my translation) (5). These values 

constitute “Människolivets okränkbarhet, individens frihet och integritet, alla människors lika 

värde, jämställdhet mellan kvinnor och män samt solidaritet mellan människor” ’Sanctity of 

human life, the freedom and integrity of the individual, all humans’ equal value, gender 

equality and solidarity between people’ (my translation) (5). In addition, the curriculum says 

that ”Skolans uppgift är att låta varje enskild elev finna sin unika egenart och därigenom 

kunna delta i samhällslivet genom att ge sitt bästa i ansvarig frihet.” ’The mission of the 

school is to let every student find their unique identity and thereby be able to participate in 

societal life by giving their best in responsible freedom’ (my translation) (5). 

 

The introduction to the curriculum continues by stressing the importance of “Förståelse och 

medmänsklighet” ‘Understanding and compassion’ (my translation) (5). Under this heading, 

it is stated that “Främlingsfientlighet och intolerans måste bemötas med kunskap, öppen 

diskussion och aktiva insatser.” ’Xenophobia and intolerance must be met with knowledge, 

an open discussion and active interventions’ (my translation) (5). It is also stated that the 

school should promote “förmåga att leva med och inse de värden som ligger i en kulturell 
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mångfald” ’the ability to live with and see the values which lies in cultural diversity’ – this 

because the school environment is both a “social och kulturell mötesplats” ‘social and 

cultural meeting point’ (my translation) (5). In addition, it is stated that “En trygg identitet 

och medvetenhet om det egna och delaktighet i det gemensamma kulturarvet stärker 

förmågan att förstå och leva sig in i andras villkor och värderingsgrunder” ’A secure identity 

and awareness of one’s own as well as participation in the collective cultural heritage 

strengthens the ability to understand and emphasize with other people's conditions and basic 

values’ (my translation) (5). The curriculum also emphasizes that “Skolan ska vara öppen för 

skilda uppfattningar och uppmuntra att de förs fram” ’The school should be open to different 

perceptions and encourage them to be presented’, as well as encouraging “personliga 

ställningstaganden” ‘personal point of views’ (my translation) (6). The school should also 

enable students to “få möjlighet att reflektera över sina erfarenheter” ’get the opportunity to 

reflect on their own experiences’ (my translation) (8). Furthermore, it is the mission of the 

education to enable students to “träna sig att tänka kritiskt, att granska fakta och förhållanden 

och att inse konsekvenserna av olika alternativ” ’practice critical thinking, research facts and 

conditions and understand consequences from different options’ (my translation) (7).  

 

Under the heading Övergripande mål och riktlinjer the curriculum outlines the general 

knowledge and values which the education should promote for students to develop.  

Regarding knowledge the curriculum states that students should be able to ”använda sina 

kunskaper som redskap för att … formulera, analysera och pröva antaganden … reflektera 

över sina erfarenheter … kritiskt granska och värdera påståenden och förhållanden” ’use 

one’s knowledge as tools to … formulate, analyze and test assumptions … reflect on one’s 

own experiences … critically review and evaluate statements and conditions’ (my translation) 

(9). Additionally, the curriculum stresses that the students should develop ”förmåga(n) att 

kritiskt granska och bedöma det han eller hon ser, hör och läser för att kunna diskutera och ta 

ställning i olika livsfrågor och värderingsfrågor” ’the ability to critically review and evaluate 

what he or she sees, hears and reads in order to be able to discuss and take a stand on various 

questions regarding living conditions and values’ (my translation) (10). The values that 

students should develop are, among others, that: “varje elev… kan göra medvetna 

ställningstaganden grundade på kunskaper om mänskliga rättigheter och grundläggande 

demokratiska värderingar samt personliga erfarenheter” ’every student… can make informed 

statements based on knowledge of human rights and basic democratic values as well as 

personal experiences’, ”varje elev… respekterar andra människors egenvärde och integritet” 
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’every student… respects other people’s self-worth and integrity’, ”varje elev… kan samspela 

i möten med andra människor utifrån respekt för skillnader i livsvillkor, kultur, språk, 

religion och historia” ’every student… can interact in encounters with other people based on 

respect for differences in living conditions, culture, language, religion and history’ and “varje 

elev… kan leva sig in i och förstå andra människors situation” ’every student… can 

emphasize and understand the situation of other people’ (my translation) (11). 

 

3.2.1. Democratic mission – comments 

 

What is presented in the curriculum regarding democracy and democratic values brings to 

mind a quote by Cooper and White: “If we believe in democratic freedom, then we must 

maintain it through protecting our rights and freedoms. We must engage, enact and perform 

democracy on a daily basis.” (21). The same underlying idea can be sensed throughout the 

quoted passages of the curriculum. Democracy needs to be performed, continually, if we 

want to preserve and uphold the values we deem important in our society. The phrase 

ansvarig frihet or responsible freedom suggests that the goal, according to the curriculum, is 

that during the education students shall both experience and practice dealing with themes 

such as respect, equality, solidarity and so on. The emphasis lies on responsible, meaning 

students ought to be able to make informed decisions, which is further emphasized by the 

statement that students should be able to “göra medvetna ställningstaganden grundade på 

kunskaper om mänskliga rättigheter och grundläggande demokratiska värderingar samt 

personliga erfarenheter” ‘make informed statements based on knowledge of human rights and 

basic democratic values as well as personal experiences’ (my translation) (11). Practicing this 

type of freedom will, then, if we agree with Cooper and White, contribute to upholding it in 

our society.  

 

Responsible freedom and informed statements require that students get the opportunity to test 

ideas and perspectives. In the curriculum it is stated that we must meet intolerance by open 

discussion, and that we must encourage different perspectives and point of views. This 

process seems to be similar to what Cooper and White would call negotiating democracy: 

“Democracy must be accepted rather than mandated. By its very nature, it must be something 

that can be negotiated.” (26). On the other hand, the curriculum is quite clear when it 

establishes that by values we are talking about a particular set of values and ideals associated 

with the Swedish democratic society: “…de grundläggande demokratiska värderingar som 
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det svenska samhället vilar på” ‘…the basic democratic values that the Swedish society is 

built upon’ (my translation) (5).” The term negotiation, then, may not refer to a negotiation of 

the values themselves, but rather of a negotiation within the values, or why not a negotiation 

based on the values. The function of the latter – a negotiation based on what the curriculum 

presents as democratic values – is the possibility of a conversation regarding whether 

different aspects in society, in culture, or in something as simple as the classroom itself, 

really measure up to the democratic values. According to Sarah Benesch “those who think 

critically focus on social inequities and probe the disparities between democratic principles 

and undemocratic realities” (546). The focus, then, should not be on what democratic values 

are, but rather on what society actually looks like – how democratic values are achieved, and 

why they sometimes are not. This teaching practice fills the purpose of what Cooper and 

White claim “will allow for democratic nations to ensure that they do not become trapped 

within their own critique of other nations’ infirmities.” (26). This introspection is exactly 

what the concept of critical literacy is for, explained by Cooper and White as “a way of 

intervening in the democratic process in a positive frame” (26). Through critical literacy, the 

authors claim that “hierarchies of power can be identified, interrogated and, hopefully, 

dismantled in the name of greater democracy.” (25). The term critical literacy, then, may not 

be used in the curriculum (although closely related phrases such as critical thinking, critically 

reviewing and evaluating etc. are), but can be said to play a significant role in the parts of the 

curriculum that deal with democracy and democratic values. Next, I will investigate how 

these concepts are related to the concept of culture within the English subject. 

 

3.1. The English subject 

 

The introduction to the English subject in the syllabus states that “Kunskaper i engelska ökar 

individens möjligheter att ingå i olika sociala och kulturella sammanhang” ‘Knowledge of 

English increases the individual's opportunities to participate in different social and cultural 

contexts’ (1). In the Ämnets syfte or Aim of the subject, it is declared that “Eleverna ska ges 

möjlighet att utveckla kunskaper om livsvillkor, samhällsfrågor och kulturella företeelser i 

olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används” ‘Students should be given the 

opportunity to develop knowledge of living conditions, social issues and cultural features in 

different contexts and parts of the world where English is used’, as well as “Undervisningen 

ska stimulera elevernas nyfikenhet på språk och kultur” ‘Teaching should encourage students' 

curiosity in language and culture’ (1). Under the heading “Undervisningen i ämnet engelska 
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ska ge eleverna förutsättningar att utveckla följande:” ‘Teaching in the subject of English 

should give students the opportunities to develop the following’, point 5 again states 

“Förmåga att diskutera och reflektera över livsvillkor, samhällsfrågor och kulturella 

företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används.” ’The ability to 

discuss and reflect on living conditions, social issues and cultural features in different 

contexts and parts of the world where English is used.’ (2). The fact that this passage is 

mentioned twice, one of them being in bullet point form, tells us that emphasis lies on this 

exact phrasing. These excerpts are the only mentions of culture in this section of the syllabus. 

 

However, in the complementary commentary Om ämnet Engelska the term “kulturella 

företeelser” ’cultural features’ is described in greater detail (6). It says that “Begreppet 

kulturella företeelser är brett och omfattar inte bara till exempel litteratur, konst, teater och 

arkitektur utan alla olika föränderliga yttringar av sociala levnadsmönster.” ’The term cultural 

features is broad and includes not only for example literature, art, theater and architecture but 

rather all varying expressions of social living patterns’ (my translation) (6). These 

expressions are, for example, “hur människor agerar, samspelar och samtalar i vardagliga 

sammanhang, gruppers och individers förhållningssätt, värderingar och förväntningar, samt 

vad människor i olika grupper tar för givet och uppfattar som acceptabelt eller normalt 

beteende” ’how peope act, interact and converse in every-day life, groups and individuals’ 

attitudes, values and expectations, as well as what people in different groups take for granted 

and percieve as acceptable or normal behaviour’ (my translation) (6). It is pointed out that 

“kulturella företeelser [nämns] tillsammans med livsvillkor och samhällsfrågor” ’cultural 

features are mentioned alongside living conditions and social issues’, making it a part of “den 

allsidiga kommunikativa förmågan” ‘the comprehensive communicative competence’ (my 

translation) (6). In addition, the document stresses that when studying cultural features 

students need to be able to “reflektera över likheter och skillnader mellan språkområden utan 

att värdera” ‘reflect on similarities and differences between language areas without judging’ 

(my translation) (6). The document goes on to explain that instead of simply talking about 

countries where English is spoken, the phrase different contexts and parts of the world where 

English is used points to the fact that language areas are not confined within the borders of 

any nations, that English is an “internationellt kommunikationsspråk” ‘international 

communication language’ used by people who may not have English as their first language, 

and that “språk ses i ett socialt perspektiv” ‘language is seen in a social perspective’ (my 

translation) (6). 
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In light of this explanation, additional passages of the first part of the English syllabus should 

be viewed as relevant to cultural studies, such as the paragraph in the introduction to the 

English subject which states that knowledge of English “kan dessutom ge nya perspektiv på 

omvärlden … och större förståelse för olika sätt att leva” ‘can also provide new perspectives 

on the surrounding world …  and greater understanding of different ways of living’ (1). The 

aims state that students should be encouraged to “sätta innehållet i relation till egna 

erfarenheter och kunskaper” ‘relate the content to their own experiences and knowledge’ and 

“utvecklar förståelse av hur man söker, värderar, väljer och tillägnar sig innehåll från olika 

källor för information, kunskaper och upplevelser” ‘develop an understanding of how to 

search for, evaluate, select and assimilate content from multiple sources of information, 

knowledge and experiences’ (1). Another relevant phrase is the bullet point that addresses the 

issue of “förmåga att tolka innehållet” ‘the ability to interpret content’ (1). 

 

In the complementary commentary the National Agency of Education also explains that ”De 

olika delarna i ämnesplanen hänger ihop på ett tydligt sätt” ’The different parts of the 

syllabus are connected in a distinguishable manner’ and that it is necessary to “sätta in dem i 

ämnesplanens hela sammanhang” ‘view them in the context of the entire course plan’ (4). It 

is also stated that “målen … går in i varandra och är beroende av varandra” ‘the goals … are 

intertwined with and dependent upon one another’ (my translation) (4). Therefore, it is 

necessary to look not only at what the syllabus explicitly says about culture - but also at what 

it says about themes related to cultural studies, in order to understand how to teach culture.  

 

I will first take a look at these themes in both the core content and the knowledge 

requirements in the separate courses of English 5, 6 and 7, and when necessary pinpoint the 

correlation between what is said in the goals versus knowledge requirements. I will also make 

an attempt at tracing what is said about cultural studies throughout the entire English 

syllabus, to see whether there are any visible progressions, and if so what these progressions 

may mean.  

 

3.1.1. The English subject – comments 

 

The phrase that is repeated regarding culture can be perceived as underdeveloped in the sense 

that it could mean almost anything: “Förmåga att diskutera och reflektera över livsvillkor, 
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samhällsfrågor och kulturella företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där 

engelska används.” ’The ability to discuss and reflect on living conditions, social issues and 

cultural features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used.’ (2).  

Expressions such as social issues and cultural features, what do they imply? From the 

complementary commentary we learn that the term cultural features refers, among other 

things, to varying expressions of social living patterns such as attitudes, values and 

expectations. Embedded in the term cultural features, or rather the study thereof, the 

complementary commentary says students need to reflect on similarities and differences. And 

when the syllabus talks about different contexts and parts of the world where English is used, 

where and what does that refer to? The complementary commentary lets us know that the 

way in which this passage is constructed should make it clear that there is a separation 

between nation and language, and that focus should lie on English as an international 

language of communication rather than a language associated with certain countries. Risager 

talks about this perspective as “a transnational and global perspective”, as opposed to “the 

traditional national paradigm” (1). According to Risager, this view on the role of the English 

language means that “the relation between language and culture is complex and 

multidimensional, and that linguistic practice and other cultural practice are parts of more or 

less comprehensive processes” (2).  

 

The complementary commentary may help us in understanding the ideas implied by the 

syllabus, but the question of what to teach remains. An impression might be that the 

syllabus tells us that, because cultures are dynamic, we should put the process before the 

product, and that not much attention should be paid to facts. It may be true that we should not 

focus on so called accomplished facts, but we should not disregard these facts altogether. 

Kramsch speaks of facts as myths. She claims that there is a “cultural imagination or public 

consciousness” which “has been formed by centuries of literary texts and other artistic 

productions” (207). Therefore, “myth and reality both contradict and reinforce one another” 

(207). Kramsch claims that these “myths cannot be discarded, for they affect the way learners 

of a foreign language see others in the mirror of themselves, despise all evidence to the 

contrary from ‘objectively’ transmitted facts” (207). The question, then, is not so much what 

we teach when it comes to these ‘objectively’ transmitted facts, but rather how we teach 

them. We need to make room for different perspectives and experiences. We need to 

approach facts for what they are – myths, which in themselves can be more or less close to 

the truth for different individuals and groups in the target community. Kramsch suggests 
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approaching the teaching mission as a way of giving “students the tools for a critical 

understanding of the target culture and its social conventions” in order to prevent the students 

from “develop(ing) the same uncritical insider’s experience of the target culture as those who 

are instrumental in forging it in a given society” (181-182). In short – students need to know 

about myths and perceptions of certain cultures in order to be able to understand and 

critically assess different ideas and perspectives, in other communities as well as their own.  

 

In the complementary commentary the intent of the phrasing used in the syllabus is 

explained, but most of the complex terms are left unexplained. Interpreting these terms gets a 

bit easier when we look at the bigger picture of what else is said, because we then find terms 

and phrases like new perspectives, understanding, relate to their own experiences etc. 

Examining different perspectives is a concept closely related to critical literacy. Terry Locke, 

for example, claims that “critical literacy concepts are best taught in a situation where 

students are exposed to a range of texts dealing with a similar subject or topic” (136). This 

notion signifies that it is not so much the content of what we teach that is important, but 

rather whether we give room for multiple perspectives in the classroom; not just perspectives 

presented by students, but also perspectives introduced by teachers as a foundation for the 

discussion. 

 

The terms new perspectives, understanding and relate to their own experiences are also 

closely connected to the ideas presented by Kramsch. Kramsch believes that cultural studies 

should “be made relevant to social life, where people need to communicate with each other in 

order to set the stage for possible mutual understanding” (240). This understanding is created 

“through the opportunities for dialogue and reflection upon dialogic experiences” and by 

giving students “a ‘space’ to make their own meanings and help them interpret those 

meanings” (Kramsch, 26). She relates this function of cultural studies to what we, in light of 

what the curriculum says about the democratic mission of the school, would call democratic 

values. The curriculum mentions, for example, that students need to be enabled to find their 

unique identity in order to be able to participate in societal life (5). Kramsch argues that 

students can find this unique identity “through dialogue with others”, and that, thereby, 

“learners discover which ways of talking and thinking they share with others and which are 

unique to them.” (27). 
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3.3. English 5 

 

In all English courses, the section entitled Core content is divided into content of 

communication, reception and production and interaction. In English 5, the theme of culture 

is covered in the content part, and states “Levnadsvillkor, attityder, värderingar och 

traditioner samt sociala, politiska och kulturella förhållanden i olika sammanhang och delar 

av världen där engelska används. Engelska språkets utbredning och ställning i världen.” 

‘Living conditions, attitudes, values and traditions, as well as social, political and cultural 

conditions in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used. The spread of 

English and its position in the world.’ (3). Another relevant bullet point in content of 

communication is “Ämnesområden med anknytning till elevernas utbildning samt samhälls- 

och arbetsliv; aktuella områden; händelser och händelseförlopp; tankar, åsikter, idéer, 

erfarenheter och känslor; relationer och etiska frågor.” ’Subject areas related to students' 

education, and societal and working life; current issues; events and processes; thoughts, 

opinions, ideas, experiences and feelings; relationships and ethical issues.’ (3).  

 

There is no mention of culture or cultural studies under the heading reception. The closest 

related point, if we choose to connect cultural studies to democracy and critical literacy, deal 

with “välja och kritiskt granska texter och talat språk” ‘selecting and critically evaluating 

texts and spoken language’ (3). There is no explicit mention of culture under the heading 

production and interaction either - here, the closest points have to do with “eleverna 

instruerar, berättar, sammanfattar, förklarar, kommenterar, värderar, motiverar sina åsikter, 

diskuterar och argumenterar” ‘students instruct, narrate, summarise, explain, comment, 

assess, give reasons for their opinions, discuss and argue’ and “Strategier för att bidra till och 

aktivt medverka i diskussioner med anknytning till samhälls- och arbetslivet.” ‘Strategies for 

contributing to and actively participating in discussions related to societal and working life.’ 

(3). 

 

The knowledge requirements for English 5, Grade E state that “Eleven diskuterar översiktligt 

några företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används, och kan då 

också göra enkla jämförelser med egna erfarenheter och kunskaper.” ‘Students discuss in 

basic terms some features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used, 

and can also make simple comparisons with their own experiences and knowledge.’ (4). 

Aside from the knowledge requirement dealing with culture, the requirement for an E also 
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states that “Eleven visar sin förståelse genom att översiktligt redogöra för, diskutera och 

kommentera innehåll och detaljer … Eleven kan välja och med viss säkerhet använda 

strategier för att tillgodogöra sig och kritiskt granska innehållet i talad och skriven engelska.” 

’Students show their understanding by in basic terms giving an account of, discussing and 

commenting on content and details … Students can choose and with some certainty use 

strategies to assimilate and evaluate the content of spoken and written English.’ (3).  

 

3.3.1. English 5 – comments 

 

First of all, it must be established that the concepts of culture and society are generally 

interconnected in the context of cultural studies in the syllabus: the complementary 

commentary defines cultural features as, among other things, social living patterns, and in the 

literature regarding cultural studies, society and culture are often written about as inseparable 

- Risager, for example, continually writes about “cultural and societal conditions in various 

places in the world” (177), and Kramsch talks about how “a large part of what we call culture 

is a social construct” (205). I therefore deem both paragraphs under the content of 

communication heading as equally representative of cultural studies as a whole. Secondly, the 

reason I deem the paragraph under reception and those under production as being related to 

each other and to cultural studies is because of how they are phrased. For example, the term 

critically evaluating is close to the thoughts, opinions and ideas as well as attitudes and 

values that are mentioned in the content of communication. The same goes for production - 

terms such as explain, comment, assess, give reasons for their opinions, discuss and argue as 

well as the sentence “contributing to and actively participating in discussions related to 

societal and working life” seem to be directly related to the paragraphs related to culture and 

societal life in the content of communication. Worth noticing is that most of these terms also 

occur in the part of the curriculum that details the democratic mission. The paragraph under 

the content of communication and reception headings are directly related to democratic 

values, while the paragraphs under the production heading are examples of how these same 

democratic values ought to be practiced.  

 

Some phrases that we encounter, such as critically evaluating, may be seen as associated to 

the concept of critical literacy. However, there are no actual, explicit mentions of critical 

literacy – instead, we find influences of critical literacy embedded into the course plan here 

and there. The idea that “We must engage, enact and perform democracy on a daily basis.” 
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(Cooper & White, 21) seems to be prevalent when we find words under the production 

heading, such as assess, argue and discuss, that have a strong connection to democratic 

values and the practice thereof.  

 

In the knowledge requirements, it is stressed that students should be able to discuss cultural 

features. Not much else is said about what students need to know in order to pass. Kramsch 

writes that “It is through the opportunities for dialogue and reflection upon dialogic 

experiences that cross-cultural exchanges have their value…” (26). Presumably, the National 

Agency of Education is of a similar idea, which would suggest that it is the process of 

cultural studies rather than the finished product that is the aim of the course. Kramsch goes 

on to propose that it is “a teacher’s responsibility is to give learners a ‘space’ to make their 

own meanings and help them interpret those meanings.” (26). This process of meaning-

making is related to the next part of the knowledge requirements, which points out a strong 

correlation between cultural studies and students’ own experiences. 

 

3.4. English 6 

 

The paragraph in content of communication in the core content for English 6, that mentions 

culture, is close to identical to the one in English 5 which it derives from: “Levnadsvillkor, 

attityder, värderingar, traditioner, samhällsfrågor samt kulturella, historiska, politiska och 

sociala förhållanden i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används.” ‘Living 

conditions, attitudes, values, traditions, social issues as well as cultural, historical, political 

and cultural conditions in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used.’ 

(6). The only addition from English 5 is that the term historical conditions has been added. 

The other point in content of communication, derived from the paragraph that in English 5 

starts with “Subject areas related to students'...” now says “Konkreta och abstrakta 

ämnesområden med anknytning till elevernas utbildning samt samhälls- och arbetsliv; 

aktuella ämnesområden; tankar, åsikter, idéer, erfarenheter och känslor; etiska och 

existentiella frågor.” ‘Concrete and abstract subject areas related to students' education and 

societal and working life; current issues; thoughts, opinions, ideas, experiences and feelings; 

ethical and existential issues.’ (6) Events and processes have been replaced by the terms 

concrete and abstract as well as existential issues. 
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Under the reception heading in the core contents a new addition for English 6 mentions “hur 

attityder, perspektiv och stilnivå kommer till uttryck i talat och skrivet språk i olika genrer” 

‘how attitudes, perspectives and style are expressed in spoken and written language in various 

genres’ (6). Another point in reception, this one derived from what in English 5 says 

“Different ways of searching for, selecting and evaluating texts and spoken language”, now 

states “Strategier för att söka relevant information i större textmängder eller längre sekvenser 

av talat språk och för att uppfatta perspektiv och underförstådd betydelse.” ‘Strategies to 

search for relevant information in larger amounts of text or longer sequences of spoken 

language and to understand perspectives and implied meaning.’ (6). Under production and 

interaction, it is stated that “eleverna argumenterar, rapporterar, ansöker, resonerar, 

sammanfattar, kommenterar, värderar och motiverar sina åsikter” ‘students argue, report, 

apply, reason, summarise, comment on, assess and give reasons for their views’ and “aktivt 

medverka(r) i argumentation, debatter och diskussioner med anknytning till samhälls- och 

arbetslivet” ‘actively participat(e) in argumentation, debates and discussions related to 

societal and working life’ (6). Compared to English 5, the production and interaction part of 

the core content is more elaborate. The terms argue and reason suggests students should be 

able to take a more critical stance towards information, as does the terms argumentation and 

debates.  

 

The knowledge requirements for grade E read “Eleven diskuterar översiktligt några 

företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används, och kan då också 

göra enkla jämförelser med egna erfarenheter och kunskaper.” ‘Students discuss in basic 

terms some features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used, and 

can also make simple comparisons with their own experiences and knowledge.’ (7). The 

knowledge requirements regarding cultural studies are, for English 5 and English 6, identical. 

The other paragraph in the knowledge requirements, that in itself does not deal with culture 

but that in the context of cultural studies is still relevant, states that “Eleven visar sin 

förståelse genom att översiktligt redogöra för, diskutera, kommentera och dra slutsatser om 

innehåll och detaljer ... Eleven kan välja och med viss säkerhet använda strategier för att 

söka relevant information och värdera olika källors tillförlitlighet” ‘Students show their 

understanding by in basic terms giving an account of, discussing, commenting, and drawing 

conclusions on content and details … Students can choose and with some certainty use 

strategies to search for relevant information and assess the reliability of different sources.’ 
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(7). The new additions from English 5 is drawing conclusions as well as use strategies to 

search for relevant information and assess its reliability.  

 

3.4.1. English 6 - comments 

 

The points under both reception and production and interaction show, in English 6, a more 

pronounced correlation to critical literacy than those in English 5. The syllabus now talks 

about how attitudes and perspectives are expressed in language. Studying attitudes and 

perspectives is not a new addition, but by placing them under reception and adding are 

expressed, it is emphasized that these terms now play a more critical role. Another point talks 

about understanding perspectives and implied meaning. These terms are also a nod towards a 

more critical stance, as it is not enough to meet different perspectives - students now also 

need to gain a deeper understanding of them. The same can be said about the wording under 

the production heading, where we find terms like reason and argumentation. Kramsch claims 

that in order to give students their unique voice, “it requires first recognizing the extent to 

which we echo our social environment, then finding new ways of expressing our thoughts in 

such a way that they are both understandable and original” (27). By gaining a deeper 

understanding and taking a more critical stance towards the information we get, we also learn 

to understand more about ourselves.  

 

It is rather interesting that the knowledge requirements regarding culture are identical to the 

English 5 requirements. Since the core content regarding culture has also stayed the same, 

aside from the small addition of historical conditions, an interpretation of the syllabus could 

easily be that there is very little progression between the two courses regarding what students 

should know about culture. However, when it comes to critical thinking, the knowledge 

requirements for English 6 state that students should be able to draw conclusions and assess 

the reliability of information. Along with the new additions to the core content talking about 

a historical perspective as well as abstract ideas, the discussion gains a much more 

multidimensional level, where perspectives and ideas are examined at a deeper level. Would 

not these deeper and more complex perspectives have a profound effect on students, 

especially when they are to make comparisons with their own experiences and knowledge? I 

would like to connect this to democratic values by quoting the curriculum, which states that 

the teaching practice “shall convey and anchor respect for human rights and the basic 

democratic values” (my translation) (5). Is not the terminology used in English 6 indicative to 
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taking a step towards the process of anchoring respect for democratic values? A process that 

requires a deep understanding of what democratic values are and why they exist. 

 

3.5. English 7 

 

For English 7, the paragraph in the core contents under content of communication that deals 

with culture is phrased a bit differently than in English 5 and 6. It says “Samhällsfrågor, 

kulturella, historiska, politiska och sociala förhållanden samt etiska och existentiella frågor i 

olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används.” ’Societal issues, cultural, 

historical, political and social conditions, and also ethical and existential issues in different 

contexts and parts of the world where English is used.’ (9). Compared to English 6, the terms 

attitudes, values and traditions have disappeared from this section. The terms ethical and 

existential are now located in this paragraph, while in previous courses these terms were part 

of the “Subject areas related to students'...” point rather than the point related to culture. This 

second point is also different from previous courses. This paragraph, that in English 5 starts 

“Subject areas related to students'...” and in English 6 starts “Concrete and abstract subject 

areas related to students'...” now says “Teoretiska och komplexa ämnesområden, även av mer 

vetenskaplig karaktär, med anknytning till elevernas utbildning, valt fördjupningsområde, 

samhällsfrågor och arbetsliv; tankar, åsikter, idéer, erfarenheter och känslor; kulturyttringar i 

samtiden och historien, till exempel litterära epoker.” ‘Theoretical and complex subject areas, 

also of a more scientific nature, related to students' education, chosen specialisation area, 

societal issues and working life; thoughts, opinions, ideas, experiences and feelings; cultural 

expressions in modern times and historically, such as literary periods.’ (9). Compared to 

English 6, quite a few things have been added. The terms theoretical and complex have been 

added, as have the term scientific nature - making the content more focused on continued 

studies at university. The whole last sentence, which includes the word culture, is also a new 

addition.  

 

The paragraph under reception that in English 6 was phrased “how attitudes, perspectives and 

style are expressed in spoken and written language in various genres” is now phrased 

“Strategier för att dra slutsatser om talat språk och texter när det gäller attityder, perspektiv, 

syfte och värderingar samt för att uppfatta underförstådd betydelse.” ‘Strategies for drawing 

conclusions about the spoken language and texts in terms of attitudes, perspectives, purposes 

and values, and to understand implied meaning.’ (9). Students now need to learn actual 
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strategies for recognizing these things. Purposes, values and implied meaning are terms that 

have been added to this paragraph. The term implied meaning was in English 6 integrated in 

the previous mentioned paragraph in reception, as was the term perspectives. This other 

paragraph has, in English 7, turned into “Strategier för att överblicka och strukturera 

information i större textmängder eller längre sekvenser av talat språk.” ‘Strategies to take in 

and structure information in larger amounts of text or longer sequences of spoken language.’ 

(9). This paragraph is now more skill-focused, and therefore no longer as relevant to the 

subject areas of culture and critical literacy. The final sentence on reception is an entirely new 

addition - it states “…hur språk används som maktmedel” ...how language is used as an 

instrument to exercise power’(9).  

 

In the section on production and interaction, it says “eleverna argumenterar ur olika 

perspektiv, ansöker, resonerar, värderar, utreder, förhandlar och motiverar sina åsikter” 

‘students argue from different perspectives, apply, reason, assess, investigate, negotiate and 

give reasons for their views’ (9). Investigating and negotiating are terms that are new 

compared to English 6, as well as argue from different perspectives. Two entirely new 

paragraphs have been added: “Strategier för användning av olika typer av källor, med 

källkritisk medvetenhet och vedertagna sätt att ange källor, inom valt fördjupningsområde 

och inom andra områden.” ‘Strategies for using different types of sources, with source-

critical awareness and established ways of citing sources within the chosen specialisation area 

and in other areas.’ and “Strategier och modern teknik för att medverka i, leda och 

dokumentera samtal och skriftlig kommunikation i olika medier, till exempel i 

arbetsprocesser och förhandlingssituationer med anknytning till samhälls- och arbetslivet.” 

‘Strategies and modern technology to participate in, lead and document conversations and 

written communications in various media, such as in work processes and negotiation 

situations related to social and working life.’ (9) 

 

The knowledge requirements for grade E state that “Eleven diskuterar översiktligt några 

företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där engelska används, och kan då också 

göra enkla jämförelser med egna erfarenheter och kunskaper.” ‘Students discuss in basic 

terms some features in different contexts and parts of the world where English is used, and 

can also make simple comparisons with their own experiences and knowledge.’ (10). Still, 

then, the knowledge requirements regarding culture remain the same as in English 5 and 6. 

The other requirement reads “Eleven visar sin förståelse genom att översiktligt redogöra för, 
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diskutera, kommentera och dra slutsatser om innehåll och detaljer … Eleven kan välja och 

med viss säkerhet använda strategier för att söka relevant information, strukturera den och 

värdera olika källors tillförlitlighet.” ’Students show their understanding by in basic terms 

giving an account of, discussing, commenting, and drawing conclusions on content and 

details … Students can choose and with some certainty use strategies to search for relevant 

information, structure it and assess the reliability of different sources.’ (10). The only 

addition that has been made is that students can structure information from sources. 

However, a new addition to English 7 reads: “Eleven kan förstå … med viss säkerhet även 

underförstådd betydelse” ’Students can understand … with some certainty, also implied 

meaning’ (10).  

 

3.5.1. English 7 - comments 

 

In the course English 7 there is an even stronger connection to critical literacy than we see in 

English 6, with terms such as investigating, negotiating and arguing from different 

perspectives. Furthermore, the addition how language is used as an instrument to exercise 

power is very close to the mere definition of critical literacy, defined by Cooper and White as 

“a means by which scripts and texts can be analyzed in order to detect bias” and identify 

“hierarchies of power” (25). The aim of this practice, they explain, is “to develop flexibility 

in our thinking about these various meanings” (29). We can also see a direct correlation 

between these ideas and the knowledge requirements. Regarding culture in itself, the 

knowledge requirements are still identical for English 5, 6 and 7. But in regards to critical 

thinking, the requirements have now incorporated the ability to detect implied meaning.  

 

The addition to the second paragraph under content of communication, which I have 

continually connected to cultural studies but which previously have not mentioned culture per 

se, now deals with “cultural expressions in modern times and historically, such as literary 

periods”. This phrasing is possibly somewhat problematic. Since the example of cultural 

expressions is literary periods - a subject that may be viewed as facts about different, 

separable features in literary history - the word culture here seems to refer not to the dynamic 

view on culture that Kramsch and other contemporary theorists advocate for, but rather to the 

traditional view on culture as an accomplished fact. However, I think this possible view may 

miss the point. Seeing culture as much more than just an accomplished fact does not mean we 

should disregard seemingly objective facts altogether, but rather that we need to know about 
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and understand them in order to challenge them. Risager argues that “Language teaching - 

apart from promoting linguistic/communicative competence - must help students expand their 

knowledge of the world … by ‘knowledge’ I mean both knowledge of facts and insight into 

societal contexts” (204).  Kramsch also talks about “culture both as facts and meanings” (24). 

In addition I would like to yet again quote Kramsch’s ideas of facts as myths, and of a 

“cultural imagination” that “is superimposed” “on the reality of facts and events that 

constitute a nation’s history and culture” (207). By this she means that associated with any 

given culture are various ideas, ideals and myths. She believes that “the teaching of culture is 

all the more difficult as myth and reality both contradict and reinforce one another” (207). 

Therefore, she argues that “myths cannot be discarded, for they affect the way learners of a 

foreign language see others in the mirror of themselves, despise all evidence to the contrary 

from ‘objectively’ transmitted facts” (207). Examining these myths and seemingly objective 

facts, then, is essential to the process of making sense of the whole concept of culture and of 

what is associated to culture. This, I believe, is where cultural studies and critical literacy 

truly merge.  

 

3.6. Discussion 

 

The conclusion that Bo Lundahl comes to after studying the English syllabus is that, despite 

the fact that “det övergripande kulturmålet” ‘the overarching culture goal’ is focused on 

discussion and reflection, “styrdokumentens beskrivning av kultur har en ganska tydlig 

faktaorientering och att kultur som produkt därför överväger” ‘the description of culture in 

the syllabus has a rather obvious factual orientation, and therefore culture as a product 

dominates’ (my translation) (124). He bases this conclusion largely on the prevalence of the 

term företeelser or features (124). He has a valid point. If we look closely at the word 

företeelser, which have been translated to features in the English version of the syllabus but 

which could also refer to occurrences or phenomena, I can understand the notion that the 

word implies facts, and since there is emphasis on this exact phrasing – it does reoccur 

continually throughout the syllabus – it is not farfetched to consider it an indication that facts 

and thereby the product dominates. However, I disagree with Lundahl’s conclusions. When it 

comes to his idea that the view on cultural studies in the syllabus is more fact- than process 

oriented, I believe that the analysis in this essay points to the contrary. 
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First of all, the basis for Lundahl’s conclusion is quite vague. The sentence that he refers to as 

proof of fact orientation talks about cultural features and social issues: “…livsvillkor, 

samhällsfrågor och kulturella företeelser i olika sammanhang och delar av världen där 

engelska används” ‘…living conditions, social issues and cultural features in different 

contexts and parts of the world where English is used’ (1).  In the commentary of English 5 I 

established, with the help of the complementary commentary as well as Risager and 

Kramsch, that the two terms cultural and social are more or less so closely connected that we, 

in the context of cultural studies, cannot talk about one without implying the other. The word 

issues, then, can be said to carry the same weights as features. The Swedish word for social 

issues is samhällsfrågor, which directly translated means ‘questions about society’. I would 

argue that the connotation of the word issue or question is more closely related to the 

discussion and reflection Lundahl talks about as existing in the syllabus yet being 

subordinate, than to facts. In addition, the explanation in Om ämnet Engelska seems to 

suggest that emphasis in the sentence should lie on what comes next: in different contexts and 

parts of the world where English is used. The reason that is given for this phrasing is, among 

other things, that “språk ses i ett socialt perspektiv” ‘language is seen in a social perspective’ 

(my translation) (6). If everything else in the same sentence points towards what Lundahl 

describes as discussion and reflection, why would the only word that points in the other 

direction be the word that reveals the dominating view? 

 

Thus far I have not really challenged Lundahl’s conclusion, but rather his way of reaching it. 

I agree with him that facts are important, but I do not see the focus on facts as dominating and 

undermining the focus on the process. In the commentary on the analysis of English 7 I 

discuss the relationship between facts or the product versus the process. My conclusion is 

that the syllabus promotes both, and that they are both dependent on one another. The biggest 

difference between Lundahl’s and my interpretations of the syllabus is the number of factors 

we have taken into consideration when trying to establish its intent. I have attempted to apply 

a more holistic view on the syllabus by incorporating the concepts of democracy and critical 

literacy.  

 

It has become clear that the curriculum and English syllabus by and large consider 

democratic values as an integrated aspect of cultural studies. Terms such as values, attitudes 

and perspectives keep recurring in association with both terms, as does terms related to 

dialogue. Now, we cannon realize these ideas without critical literacy.  
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Skolverket, or The National Agency of Education, describes the English language in Om 

ämnet Engelska as primarily an international and social means of communication. A point 

made by Weiguo Qu is that “learning English is now understood to involve values, risks of 

identity change and other complicated social concerns” (301). All these aspects are stressed 

in the curriculum regarding the democratic mission of the school. Qu claims that the reason 

that these particular ideas have gained ground is because we now understand that “English as 

a value- laden language will force its idiosyncratic values upon its learners” (301). According 

to this notion, then, these values that both Qu and the curriculum promotes as being essential 

to the democratic mission, and which according to Kramsch are also essential aspects of the 

contemporary view on culture pedagogy, are founded upon the very ideas that form the basis 

for the concept of critical literacy. However, Qu points out the paradox that “the basic 

hypothesis of these critical theories is that we can never be free from the prejudices 

developed in socialization”, which makes the process of applying a critical stance difficult, 

almost requiring us to “lift ourselves up by our own hair” (302). This challenge brings us 

back to the ideas by Cooper and White that democracy must be practiced and that democracy 

must be negotiated, in order to “probe the disparities between democratic principles and 

undemocratic realities” (546).  

 

Kramsch discusses practically the same issue. But while Qu points out the difficulties and 

challenges we inevitably encounter in the practice of applying the concept of critical literacy 

to cultural studies, Kramsch emphasizes that second language learners are in a unique 

position where they are neither ‘in’ or ‘outside’ the target culture(s) (181). She argues that it 

should not “be our goal to develop in our students the same uncritical insider’s experience of 

the target culture as those who are instrumental in forging it in a given society” (181). She 

goes on to claim that this can be achieved by “seek(ing) a deep understanding of boundaries” 

by “talk(ing) about and try(ing) to understand the differences”, as opposed to simply 

“transmitting information about cultural diversity” (228). Not once does the curriculum, 

syllabus or complementary commentary oppose transmitting information outright – on the 

contrary, the curriculum actually states that “Skolan har uppgiften att till eleverna överföra 

värden, förmedla kunskaper” ‘The school has the task to transmit values, convey knowledge 

to students’ (my translation) (6). This diction may play a significant part in contributing to the 

confusion regarding how to approach cultural studies. However, transmitting information and 

transmitting values are two different things. It is also important to note that the knowledge 

requirements regarding cultural studies state, for all three English courses, that students 
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should be able to discuss cultural features. The ability to discuss something implies deeper 

understanding than simply being able to repeat and reproduce transmitted information about 

cultural diversity. 

 

4. Conclusion 

 

Throughout the latter part of the 20th century, the view on cultural studies has changed 

thoroughly. Culture has gone from what in Sweden used to be called realia and considered a 

static phenomenon based on objective facts, to being viewed by theorists in the field as a 

diverse and complex phenomenon. During this time, the notion that there is an important 

connection between cultural studies and democratic values has been reinforced. By tying 

cultural studies to democracy, the importance of taking a critical stance towards information 

is emphasized. Thereby, a connection between cultural studies and critical literacy has 

appeared.  

 

In the curriculum’s presentation of the democratic mission of the school, various values 

connected to democracy but also to cultural studies and to critical literacy are promoted. The 

importance of having a dialogue about these values is stressed, which theorists on cultural 

studies such as Claire Kramsch deem essential when conducting cultural studies. The 

importance of practicing democracy is also stressed, which theorists on critical literacy deem 

essential in order to uphold it within our society.  

 

The English syllabus is, overall, somewhat vague when it comes to describing how culture 

and cultural studies should be approached. The complementary commentary clarifies some 

points, notably that the English language should be treated as a social instrument rather than 

in association to any particular nation. When it comes to the question of whether the syllabus 

promotes facts or meanings, I have established that while stressing the importance of 

meanings, facts are still essential for the process to be possible. The main point to take from 

the complementary commentary, however, is that the various parts of the syllabus need to be 

read in relation to one other. By applying this more holistic view we also gain a deeper 

understanding of what the syllabus actually implies regarding cultural studies, and how 

cultural studies are connected to democratic values and critical literacy. 
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For this reason, we can look past the fact that the concept of culture itself seems to have little 

focus or progression throughout the courses of English 5 to 7. The concept of critical literacy 

on the other hand, aside from being present in the curriculum, is also present throughout all 

three courses in the English syllabus. Unlike culture, we can track a clear progression when 

examining the presence of critical literacy – from being quite sparse in English 5 to being 

clearly expressed in English 7. The analysis has shown, however, that critical literacy plays a 

vital role in reaching the aims presented regarding cultural studies and democratic values 

throughout the entire syllabus. 
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